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ABSTRACT
In this paper we showcase a system for real-time text de-
tection and recognition. We apply deep features created by
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for both text detec-
tion and word recognition task. For text detection we follow
the common localization-verification scheme which already
shown its excellent ability in numerous previous work. In
text localization stage, textual regions are roughly detected
by using a MSERs (Maximally Stable Extremal Regions) de-
tector with high recall rate. False alarms are then eliminated
by using a CNNs classifier, and remaining text regions are
further grouped into words. In the word recognition stage,
we developed an skeleton-based text binarization method for
segmenting text from its background. A CNNs based recog-
nizer is then applied for recognizing character. The initial
experiments show the powerful ability of deep features for
text classification comparing with commonly used visual fea-
tures. Our current implementation demonstrates real-time
performance for recognizing scene text by using a standard
PC with webcam.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing—Indexing methods; H.5.1 [Information
Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information
Systems—Video

General Terms
Algorithms, Demonstration, Experimentation

Keywords
Video OCR, Scene Text Recognition, Multimedia Indexing,
Real-Time System
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In the last decade digital libraries and web video portals
have become more and more popular. The amount of video
data available on the World Wide Web (WWW ) is grow-
ing rapidly. According to the official statistic-report of the
popular video portal YouTube1, 100 hours of video are up-
loaded every minute. Therefore, how to efficiently retrieve
video data on the WWW or within large video archives has
become a very important and challenging task.

On the other hand, due to the rapid popularization of
smart mobile and wearable devices, large amounts of self-
recorded “lifelogging” videos are created on the web. Gener-
ally, it lacks metadata for indexing such kind of videos, since
the only searchable textual content is often the title given by
the video uploader, which is typically brief and subjective.
A more general solution is highly desired for gathering video
metadata automatically.

Text in video is one of the most important high-level se-
mantic features, which directly depicts the video content.
In general text displayed in a video can be categorized into
scene text and overlay text [9]. In contrast to overlay text,
to detect and recognize scene text is often more challeng-
ing. There are numerous problems affecting the recognition
results, as e.g., texts appeared in a nature scene image can
be in a very small size with high variety of contrast; motion
changes of the camera may affect the size, shape and bright-
ness of text content, and may lead to geometrical distortion.
All of those factors have to be considered in order to obtain
a correct OCR (Optical Character Recognition) result.

In this work, we address both text detection and recogni-
tion issues for video images. In the text detection, we fol-
low the commonly used localization-verification scheme, in
which a MSERs (Maximally Stable Extremal Regions) [11]
detector is applied intended to identify text candidate re-
gions with high recall rate. Then candidate regions are ver-
ified by a text/non-text classifier which is trained based on
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Finally, remaining
text regions are grouped into words relying on their position
and size information. For text recognition we have devel-
oped a novel skeleton-based binarization algorithm in order
to separate text from complex background to make it proces-
sible for OCR engines. We further developed a CNN-based
word recognizer for processing scene text content. Our ini-
tial experimental results demonstrate the superiors ability
of CNN features for text classification comparing to other
commonly used visual features such as Scale-Invariant Fea-
ture Transform (SIFT ) [10] and Histogram of Oriented Gra-

1https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html



dients (HOG) [12] etc. The demonstrated system achieved
real-time performance2 on a standard PC platform (3.2 GHz
CPU×4, 4G RAM) with webcam.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
reviews previous work, whereas the section 3 describes the
system architecture and involved techniques. Section 4 pro-
vides initial experimental results and demonstrates exem-
plary real-time recognition results. Section 5 concludes the
paper with an outlook on future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Most of proposed scene-text detection methods can be

briefly divided into two categories, either based on con-
nected components (CCs) or sliding windows. The CCs
based approaches include Stroke Width Transform (SWT )
[5], MSERs [13], Oriented Stroke [14] etc. One of the sig-
nificant benefits of CCs based method is its computational
efficiency since the detection is often an one pass process
across image pixels. The sliding window based methods as
e.g., [17, 3, 16, 7] usually apply representative visual features
to train a machine learning classifier for text detection. Here
hand-crafted features [16, 10, 2] as well as deep features [17,
3, 7] can be applied, and text regions will be detected by
scanning the whole image with a sub-window in multiple
scales with a potential overlapping. In [17, 3, 7], sliding
window based methods with deep features achieved promis-
ing accuracy for end-to-end text recognition. However, their
proposed approaches may hard to achieve sufficient perfor-
mance for real-world application due to the expensive com-
putation time.

In our approach, we intended to take advantages from
both categories, i.e. the computation benefit of CCs based
algorithm and the powerful text-classification ability of deep
features.

3. SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION
In [17, 7], the authors were intended to achieve the best

end-to-end text recognition accuracy. Therefore in the text
detection step, their systems have been tuned to produce
text candidates with high recall, and the subsequent recog-
nition engines will further eliminate the false alarms. At this
point, we argue that this kind of design may lower the overall
system efficiency. From our experiences we learned that the
OCR engine is normally less efficient than the text detector
for processing same amount of image pixels concerning run-
ning time. Since we want to design a system with real-time
capability, we thus keep the text detection process as accu-
rate as possible, and only pass the text candidates with high
confidence to the recognition stage.

3.1 Text Localization
In this step we apply a MESRs based detector to roughly

detect text regions from the input video frame with high
recall rate. MSERs define an Extremal Region (ER) as a
connected component of image pixels having intensity con-
trast against its boundary pixels [11]. Those ERs can be
controlled by tuning the intensity thresholds. A low thresh-
old would result in a large number of low-level ERs which are
separated by small contrast differences amount pixels. While

2Similar to [13], we consider the real-time ability of a video
text recognition system if its response time is comparable to
a human.

Figure 1: Seed selection and region growing results:
(a) original text line image, (b) grayscale image, (c)
skeleton image, (d) seed-selection result, (e) region
growing result

increasing the threshold the low-level ERs will be merged to
construct a higher level one. In our current implementation
we adapted the detector to ensure that 95% of text regions
will be remained as candidates from the input images. All
candidate regions will be further verified by using a grouping
method and CNN classifier.

3.2 Text Verification
In the verification stage, we first roughly generate the text-

region-pairs from ERs according to their positions. Then
each region-pair will be verified by using several heuristics
including normalized color distance, object-center distance,
minimal height ratio, maximal intensity distance. This pro-
cedure can help to filter out many simple false alarms. The
remaining difficult non-text patterns as e.g., windows, blocks,
trees, garden fens will be handled by CNN classifier.

To verify the text regions, we trained a text/non-text clas-
sifier based on CNNs. Our networks have two convolutional
layers with 20, 50 filters respectively. We apply Maxout
pooling layer [6] after each convolution with group size 2.
The input image size is 24×24 and the convolutional kernel
size is 5×5. The sequence continues by a inner-product layer
(500 filters), ReLU layer and another inner-product layer (2
filters). Inspired by [6] and [7] we also utilized dropout (0.5)
combined with maxout layers. The output of the last layer
is fed into a SVM [4] classifier to obtain a binary decision.
We gathered about 180k positive and 360k negative charac-
ter samples from various datasets to build the training and
test dataset. The verification process follows the sliding-
window metrics, and we use majority voting to distinguish
text objects and false alarms.

3.3 Text Segmentation
Text pixels from the detected text lines need to be sep-

arated from background by applying appropriate segmen-
tation/binarization techniques for further OCR processing.
We developed a novel skeleton-based approach for video text
binarization, which consists of three steps: First, we deter-
mine the text gradient direction for each text line object by
analyzing the content distribution of their skeleton maps.
We then calculate the threshold value for seed-selection by
using the skeleton map which has been created with the cor-
rect gradient direction. Subsequently, a seed-region growing
procedure starts from each seed pixel and extends the seed-
region in its north, south, east, and west orientations. The
region grows iteratively until it reaches the character bound-
ary. Figure 1 shows the workflow of the algorithm. Our
skeleton based binarization methods achieved the first and
second place in ICDAR 2011 text segmentation challenge
for born digital images. More details of this method can be



found in [18].

3.4 Word Recognition
In this step verified text objects are first separated into

words. Then we also apply sliding-window metrics to rec-
ognize characters within each word. We use a similar setup
for training the character recognizer as the text/non-text
classifier. The only difference is that the output of the sec-
ond inner-product layer is 62, and the final output is fed
into softmax-classifier for creating 62-way classification re-
sult. Unlike the recognition procedure in [17, 7], before
character recognition we try to find the character positions
and boundaries by using contour detection method. Sub-
sequently, for each character candidate we produce a set of
recognition responses by adjusting the sliding-window posi-
tions, e.g. shift the boundary position to left or to right with
certain percentages. The word response is created based on
character candidates with best response-scores. Here several
post-processing techniques could be applied to further im-
prove the recognition result. As e.g., by using non-maximal
suppression we could remove the duplicated words from the
result. We could also use spell-checking tool to create sug-
gested word lexicon for each word response, and apply beam
search algorithm to find the final result. The post-processing
procedures will be studied and implemented as the next step
of our work.

4. INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Most of machine learning based text detection and recog-

nition methods take use of representative features to dis-
criminate text from other objects. The ability of applied
visual features directly affect the system accuracy and effi-
ciency. Deep learning techniques have been applied to nu-
merous challenging research problems, and created break-
record improvements in recent several years. In this work,
we conducted experiments to investigate the accuracy of
CNNs deep features comparing to several commonly used
visual features for text classification. The selected hand-
crafted visual features include SIFT [10], SURF [2], HOG
[12] and eLBP (Edge-based Local Binary Pattern) [1]. The
parameters of each hand-crafted feature have been optimized
by using exhaustive-search metrics. Our CNNs classifier is
trained based on Caffe framework [8].

We utilized the commonly used evaluation methodology:
classification accuracy and F -measure scores in the exper-
iment. The evaluation dataset was created by Wang et
al.[17], which consists of 15000 (text: 5000, non-text: 10000)
cropped character image samples for training and another
7500 (text: 2500, non-text: 5000) samples for testing. All
samples were extracted from ICDAR 2003 dataset. SVM
classifier with RBF -kernel has been used for all test runs.
The parameter optimization of SVM has been executed by
cross-validation.

Table 1 shows the classification results, from which it is
easy to realize that the CNNs deep features significantly
outperformed the other visual features for scene text clas-
sification. It once again proved the strong ability of deep
features for solving computer vision problem. CNNs fea-
ture improves on the second best one (eLBP) by 14% of
classification accuracy.

Figure 2 demonstrates an exemplary end-to-end text recog-
nition result of our system by using a webcam in real-time.

Feature Accuracy F1 Measure Recall Precision
HOG 0.58 0.27 0.32 0.23

SURF 0.78 0.58 0.46 0.81
SIFT 0.78 0.65 0.69 0.61
eLBP 0.83 0.73 0.76 0.69
CNNs 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.97

Table 1: Text classification results by using hand
crafted visual features and CNNs deep features

Figure 2: Exemplary recognition result of our sys-
tem by using a webcam in real-time

The detailed evaluation of our skeleton-based text seg-
mentation method can be found in [18].

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we showcased a system for text detection

and recognition in nature scene videos. This system achieved
real-time recognition performance by using a standard com-
puter with webcam. The proposed system consist of text de-
tection, text verification, text segmentation and word recog-
nition processes. We use a MESRs detector to rapidly cre-
ate text candidate regions, and verify them by applying a
CNNs based text classifier. The text contents are extracted
by using a novel skeleton-based binarization method, which
is followed by a CNNs based word recognizer for obtaining
end-to-end recognition result.

In the future work, as inspired by [15], we plan to investi-
gate various filter-operations in CNNs, intended to further
improve system efficiency. In this paper, so far, we only
reported our initial experimental results. The detailed eval-
uation for text detection, word recognition and end-to-end
text recognition will be performed by using appropriate IC-
DAR benchmarks.
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